[Role of clinical pharmacology in the monitoring of therapy of HIV-infected subjects].
The number of subjects with HIV infection or full-blown Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is increasing throughout the world and the range of related opportunistic conditions (infections, neoplasms or degenerative disorders) is also increasing. Consequently, AIDS patients are likely to be prescribed a great number of different drugs. HIV infection is a progressive phenomenon, characterized by inevitable and often irreversible changes which may influence drug disposition, enhancing the risk of toxic adverse effects and drug interactions. One of the stages for the development of new agents and the establishment of an effective therapy is to conduct pharmacokinetic studies. Even though such studies are difficult to realize in AIDS subjects, the knowledge of altered pharmacokinetics of a drug in disease states offers an unique approach for improving and perhaps optimizing the therapeutic management. The purpose of this article is to review our current understanding of how HIV infection influences the various processes of drug disposition (i.e. absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion).